SEA- SAWG | SCCS-ARD Agenda

We have scheduled the subset of the CCSDS Spring working meetings to work on the SCCS-ARD document based on feedback of key contributors. We will have three virtual working meetings of three hours each.

The selected days are:

- Monday, 2 May 2022
- Tuesday, 10 May 2022
- Monday, 16 May 2022

Contact Peter Shames for Webex Information.

The primary focus for this meeting is to work on the Solar System Internetworking subsets of the document and to bring them up to the level of, and consistent with, the standard “ABA” link layer subsets.

The plan for these meetings is to do the following:

- Review the existing SCCS-ARD working materials (in Word doc form)
  - Each subset has an assigned “owner”
  - Costin (ABA edits)
  - Faramaz (SSI edits)
  - Peter (overall consistency)
- Work on any issues in each subset
  - Review each subset for internal consistency and cross-chapter issues
- Ensure that the following criteria are met
  - Consistent set of terms and definitions across the document
  - Consistent approach for ABA and SSI sections in each chapter
  - Consistent set of cross-references for each subset from chapter to chapter
  - Relevant set of figures for each chapter and subset

The desire is to get to the end of the working meetings with a more consistent version of the Word doc that is internally consistent, both within each subset and across chapters. A secondary desire is to work to ensure that the document is as complete as is useful and provides an accessible and readable presentation of the materials.

Please post any questions/issues ahead of time and see you at the meetings.

Thanks, Peter